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GREEN LIVING

• A lifestyle that tries in as many ways 
as it can to bring into balance the 
conservation and preservation of 
the Earth's natural resources, 
habitats, and biodiversity with 
human culture and communities.



OVERVIEW

• Disclaimer

• The following document vision represents only interim conclusions from the 
perspective of this maritime economist and all intellectual copyright under the 
1968 Copyright Act, remains with this author who exerts the moral right of 
authorship over this paper. Permission to cite/utilise may be offered only 
through Jack.Dyer@utas.edu.au.



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• LIGHT GREEN THEORIES OF SUSTAINABILITY

• Institutions can be reformed to avert an ecological crisis.

• Sustainability should operate based on market principles –argue price will counter scarcity

• Regulation is a barrier

• Or Progressives –governments need to act but we should emphasise individual behaviour

• DARK GREEN THEORIES OF SUSTAINABILITY:

• The wider economic, social and political/legal structure/education etc. must be transformed 
to attain environmental and social justice.

• Earlier models of sustainable development still espouse growth not environment

• Need to devise systems that ensure responsibility and accountability (Haughton) 

• Re-design settlements to bring back nature into the cities. Ensure assets are valued and 
traded on an ecologically and socially fair basis



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• 9 WAYS TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY -1997 MEASURING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY –PETER 
ROGERS, KAZI JALAL ET AL.

• Leave everything in its pristine state or returned to its pristine state

• Develop so as to not overwhelm the carrying capacity of the system

• Sustainability will take care of itself as economic growth proceeds (Kuznets)

• Polluter and victim can arrive at an efficient solution by themselves (Coase)

• Let the markets take care of it.

• Internalise the externalities

• Let the national economic accounting systems recognise ecological economics

• Reinvest rents for non-renewable resources –create sovereign wealth funds

• Leave future generations the options or the capacity to be as well off as we are.



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• Sustainable development is a process of change (Brundtland) in which exploitation of 
resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological developments and 
institutional change are all in harmony and enhance current and future potential to meet 
human needs and aspirations

• ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABILITY

• Prevention is better than cure

• Nothing stands alone (all things are connected

• Minimise waste

• Maximise use of renewable and recyclable materials

• Maintain and enhance diversity (biodiversity, cultural diversity)

• Enhance environmental understanding through research

• -Dresner 2008



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• JAMES LOVELOCK –THE GAIA HYPOTHESIS

• ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY

• Use appropriate technology, materials and design

• Small is beautiful –Schumacher

• Create new indicators for economic and environmental wealth and stop using GDP

• Create new indicators for economic and environmental productivity

• Establish acceptable minimum standards through regulatory control

• Take action to internalise environmental cost into the market (Polluter Pays)

• Encourage social acceptability of environmental standards

• Encourage widespread public participation



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• EQUITY PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY

• Intergenerational equity (Not compromising the planet for future generations)

• Social justice –basic needs of people and environment must be met

• Eliminate poverty

• Geographical equity 

• Equity in governance

• Minimal use of non-renewable resources

• Human well-being

• Interspecies equity –Other lives have the moral equivalence of humans and we 
must preserve ecosystem integrity



GREEN LIVING AND SUSTAINABILITY THEORY

• BUSINESS REASONS FOR 
SUSTAINABILITY/GREEN BUILDING

• Encourage sustainable business practises
• Increases profits
• Lowers costs
• Ensures resource security/risk 

management
• PR
• Increases worker productivity/efficiency
• Supports the domestic economy
• Is aesthetically pleasing
• Promotes greater health and well being
• Creates a sense of community

• ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS FOR GREEN 
BUILDING/LIVING

• Lower greenhouse gas emissions/climate 
change risk exposure

• Reduce energy consumption
• Protect natural resources
• Reduce water consumption
• Improve air quality –indoors
• Recycle/waste minimisation



PACIFIC ECOLOGICAL CAPITAL THEORY –JACK DYER

• Conventional ecosystem adaptation focuses on system restoration not proactive capacity. It 
ignores the need to integrate a supply chain for effective risk management, future survival and 
prosperity. 

• Existing risk management theory has ignored how ecosystems stabilise risk for maritime and 
global supply chains most effectively, ensuring resource security and asset resilience. 

• It proposes developing ecological economics to preserve subsequent MSC stages and 
resources.

• Enhancing natural capital/resource values through long-term sustainability, converts risks 
into opportunities.

• Pre-emptive action also minimises insurance loss and other potential impact costs. 
Ecosystems enhance land asset value through functions/preserving coastal developments. 
Coral reefs, sand accretion and foreshore vegetation actually produce land over time, avoiding 
coastal erosion with reef calciferous sand to purify salinity. Afforestation provides 
commercially sustainable resources in time, biodiversity and possible eco-tourism. 



PACIFIC ECOLOGICAL CAPITAL THEORY –JACK DYER

• With ecological reserves, participants can claim carbon offsetting, tax and market credits.

• Additionally, conserving certain species facilitates resource security, enabling purity, quality 
control, prosperity and survival against climate change risks.

• Indigenous knowledge, patent and technology development can be utilised and future research 
can consider natural asset values; especially in food, materials, art and pharmaceuticals. 

• It can assist in promoting commercial production of marketed/ornamental species once 
ecosystems recover, avoiding full exploitation of oceans.

• This ensures opportunities remain rather than facing avoidable extinction costs. Resource risk 
management represents a comparatively minimal investment in initial and operating costs, 
versus the significant costs of losing ecosystems for African and global supply chains.

• Historically, ecological capital has proved the best in preserving capital asset, operation and 
performance against fundamental climate risk preserved through forethought of investments; 
internalising externalities. 

• Given projected increases in event frequency, duration and impact cost intensity, ecological 
reserves provide profitable investment horizons in short and long term. It reduces volatility and 
uncertainty loss, providing higher rates of return/profit on investment than comparable low 
interest/high risk, financial services.



PACIFIC ECOLOGICAL CAPITAL THEORY –JACK DYER

• Diversification minimises risk and resource dependency on others. It ensures SCs remain profitable, 
usable and ecologically sustainable. 

• Providing resource reserves ensures swifter recovery. It enables opportunity against unprepared 
competitors. It ensures utilisation, risk security and minimisation for maritime and other supply 
chains/individuals. Climate change externalities can be reduced through ecological rehabilitation, asset 
preservation and carbon offsetting for mitigation. 

• Investments also provide potential to preserve and market scarce products, e.g. the Cook Islands produce 
trochus and pearls for which a comparative advantage exists, aiding profits and local community 
simultaneously. 

• Technology, products, training, climateproof infrastructure, capital equipment and waste minimisation 
efforts, become more eco-efficient.

• Improving species resilience and environments offer further risk opportunities with potential to 
save/invest in Pacific or other vulnerable, coastal ecosystems, before they disappear or become 
uninhabitable. 

• . As climate change increases, existing assets become increasingly rare, valuable and vulnerable. Yet, 
supply chain interdependency increases risk. Decreased ecological capital loses the value of aid and 
foreign direct investment, as future MSC risks. These risks are comparatively cheap to offset/invest in, but 
expensive in impact costs; as events are projected to multiply. No technologically feasible, efficient and 
cost-effective human equivalent to climate change risk management in climateproofing exists, without 
considering an ecosystem and its multiple functions.



GREEN LIVING
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GREEN LIVING

• “In our arrogant assumption of superiority, 
we believe that our developed senses and 
abilities are the direct result of evolution. We 
are convinced that our race has bettered 
itself through technological advancement. 
Therefore we are shamed and embarrassed 
when something we consider to be 
“primitive” has senses far superior to our 
own.”

• -Reverend Mother Sheanna. 

• “Every judgement teeters on the brink of 
error. To claim absolute and infallible 
knowledge is to become monstrous. 
Knowledge is an unending adventure at the 
edge of uncertainty.”

• Leto Atreides II –The God Emperor.

• “We must do a thing on Earth never before 
attempted on an entire planet. We must use 
man as a constructive ecological force –
inserting assimilated terraform life: a region 
here, an animal there, to transform the 
entire ecological cycle –to build a new type of 
landscape. “

• -Imperial Planetologist Pardot Kymes.

• “The thing the ecologically illiterate don’t 
realise about a system is that it is that –a 
system! A system made up of a fluid stability 
that can be destroyed by a misstep in just 
one niche. A system has order –flowing from 
point to point. If something dams that flow, 
order collapses. The untrained might miss 
that collapse until it is too late. That is why 
the highest function of ecology is the 
understanding of consequences.” 



GREEN LIVING

• “The historical system of mutual pillage and 
extortion stops here. You cannot go on forever 
stealing what you need without regard to those 
that come after. The physical qualities of a planet 
are written in front of its economic and political 
records. We have these records in front of us and 
the course is obvious.”

• “Humans and their works have been a disease on 
the surface of this planet before now. Nature 
teaches us –to compensate for that disease, to 
remove or encapsulate them into the system in 
her own way.”

• “Dirt is something solid that you hold in your 
hand. Using our science and our passion, we can 
mould it, shape it and bring forth life. Could there 
be a better task for any human?”

• “The real wealth of a planet is in its landscape, 
how we take part in that basic source of 
civilisation –agriculture.” 

• “Life improves the capacity of the environment to 
sustain life. Life makes much needed nutrients 
more readily available. It binds more energy into 
the system through the tremendous chemical 
interplay from organism to organism. We are 
generators and we are curators. You cannot draw 
neat lines around planet wide problems. 
Planetology is a cut and fit science.”

• “No land –or sea –or planet –or species is forever. 
Wherever we stand, we are only stewards.” –
Mother Superior Darwi Odrade.



GREEN LIVING –RESPONSIBLE MATERIALISM AND LOCALISM

• Certain sacrifices must be made. When 
considering our species’ abysmal tenure as 
guardians of Gaia, it is self-obvious that as we 
caused the problems, it is our sacred burden, our 
honour, our duty but most of all – our privilege: 
to act now, denying ourselves mindless luxuries 
in order to obtain future necessities –namely 
that of life

• Who gives a toss about anyone, let alone the 
planet? After all, its stand to logic; that if we do 
not fear being judged for our actions, then we 
need not fear the (divine) repercussions of those 
actions. The flagrant whiplash that planetary 
ecology is forbearing also derives from this lack 
of compassion but moreover, a lack of fear... 
Order... tranquillity... discipline... stability! Things 
so evidently lacking in an era of global strife!

• What is the point of materialism –of senseless 
accumulation...?  How much do we really need? 
What can we afford to sacrifice? How much 
choice is really enough to appease us? Is it not 
better as consumers and producers to be 
satisfied with what we have –or to seek 
‘greener” products –more organic/ recyclable… 
as close to zero discharge as possible? 

• Too many empirical studies –in addition to the 
universal nature of most religions; philosophies 
and psychologies have affirmed that 
accumulating more; does not make people more 
content; especially if it is at the expense of their 
quality of life; environment; or emotional;,



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES

• “No refuse; pollutants; waste; offal or garbage –
including solids and liquids from any commercial; 
individual household; industrial/ academic/ NGO/ 
public/ religious/ cultural/ agricultural activity or 
transport shall be allowed to be discharged into 
any waterway; water source or ocean –nor shall 
any individual/ collective human excrement/ 
waste be permitted to taint any such source –
whether an organisation; individual or 
settlement...”

• Legislation would make recycling compulsory 
where possible and economically feasible. 
Utilisation of new resources would not only be 
restricted; they would be subject to an 
additional surcharge plus an environmental 
replacement cost –have to quadruple and 
replace any potential resource used –i.e. replant 
that same species etc...

• Therefore; we could avoid using water resources 
and vacant land/ parks/ street as waste 
receptors

• Community monitoring and education for 
infractions and violations and either issue 
citizens arrests or report to roaming teams of 
inspectors; eco enforcers and environmental 
health monitors.

• Add pollution monitoring stations throughout 
urban and rural areas –especially in industrial/ 
commercial/ agricultural zones along with 
ecological monitoring and inspection facilities.

• Results should be publicly broadcast in 
mainstream media sources and government 
rates bills 

• –Electrical energy utility bills would mention the 
percentage of renewable energy; products 
would mention biodiversity/ recyclable etc…



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES

• Financial incentives, scholarships, awards, 
competitions, Civic Awareness and education, art

• All Parastatals and public sector departments 
could be forced to reach annual eco targets to 
improve their performance; reputation and 
environmental awareness –or face being fired –
all find ways to reduce their ecological impact/ 
footprint –whether in recycling; energy 
conservation; awards; afforestation; gardens 
etc. 

• Only when the government; academia and 
Parastatals take this environmentalism 
seriously; will individuals and society –and 
taxpayers follow. Only then; when the private 
sector can see how much profit and publicity 
they can gain from this –will they be willing to 
participate and inject the investment which they 
are not utilising at this moment.

• Public Transport

• Carbon capture and sequestion technology

• We would add gardens to every social/ 
community;  cultural; industrial; commercial; 
agricultural; academic; government; private; 
religious and nongovernmental sector 
workplace wherever possible 

• –either allotments and greenhouses to be 
fiscally autonomous –or as places of therapeutic 
retreat; contemplation and a way for people to 
personally do their part for the environment as 
well as shading parking lots and providing 
public transport subsidies to those without free 
car parking facilities…



ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

• A footprint is a measure of the space 
that a person uses to stand upon the 
earth’s surface. 

• An ecological footprint refers to the 
amount of space that a person uses in 
the ecosystem. 

• Its size depends upon the amount of 
resources consumed, produced, 
recycled, renewed

• Average American = over 14.2 acres 
per person. World average 4.68 acres. 
In India 1.04. Yet only 3.5 available for 
all

• Carbon footprint….



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES –Singer Perspective -Organic

• So, if you wish to surrender, even without compensation... the blueprints of life and 
control, than by all means embrace this alien and coruscating phenomenon...

• By giving control to the corporations and their cohorts of scientists, you have no means 
to impose boundaries or restrictions, to protect one’s vigour, safety, ecology or 
interests... 

• How would you like to be tortured, to be confined, to be implanted with growth 
hormones? ... 

• Organic and moralised farming is the only tolerable means for those with fellow souls! 
How long will we pay for the physical costs to ourselves at defiling ourselves, with this 
unnatural, tainted and acrid operation? 

• What right do we have to dominate, exploit, subdue, grant or exterminate the right to 
existence and live of another creature –especially with souls? 

• What legal, ethical, ecological, fiscal, religious, legal, social, martial, political, scholastic 
and societal right have we –or anyone? None, -except upon the means of survival and 
necessity 



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES –

• Enaleni –Eateleni concept



GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES –

• South African companies investing in eco friendly ways - YouTube

• South Africa Green Youth Indaba: Young people urged to grow the ...

• Multiple pathways to sustainable development: South Africa - Green ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DySdRfVW_BE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3fwXrh8sIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lGIE859HKQ


GREEN LIVING PROSPECTIVE POSSIBILITIES –
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